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Introduction
Firstly, I would like to thank all of our students for being
so receptive to our online learning model. Teachers have
been delighted with students’ engagement in discussions
online and with the work they have received.

I would also like to thank parents for your support in this
unprecedented situation. Before too long, hopefully, we
will be looking back on the spring of 2020 and remarking
that it seemed to be never-ending at the time, though in
reality was but a few weeks of alteration to your
children’s education.

Last but not least, I would like to thank Derby High’s
fantastic staff, who have worked tirelessly to make this as
smooth a transition to remote learning as is possible
under the circumstances.

I would like here to share with you our planning for the
summer term and the rationale behind it.

Mrs Amy Chapman
Headteacher
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Academic Life
Maintaining the habit of learning whilst learning from home is establishing a regular daily
routine, with 2 or 3 periods of focus and periods of downtime and non-academic
activities.
We are aware that some schools are maintaining the timetable and delivering online
lessons at the usual times. This may be appropriate to other schools’ contexts and
student bodies. However, we have developed a model which is appropriate to our own
community, creating the correct balance of learning, which will continue to develop a
curiosity for learning and progression of skills.
As our Primary children are still young, maintaining motivation is as important as the
content delivery. This will become increasingly true as time goes by. Teachers will provide
a structured routine, however we are also aware of the importance of the bigger picture;


Some children have older siblings looking after them or looking after younger ones



Some children may not have access to technology.



Some children may fall ill or have illness in the family.



Some children may be suffering from anxiety.

What is the difference between learning in a classroom and learning at home?
It might be useful to start by thinking about how effective learning happens:
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Academic Life
Remote learning is far more complex than simply translating the classroom experience
and workload to an online platform.
Even ‘live’ learning is not the same as the in-class experience, although it may superficially
appear to be so. As you will appreciate, a teacher in a classroom is able to offer evolving
support for learners as they learn, monitoring how well they are progressing and
decreasing or increasing the level of challenge appropriately as a lesson develops. Pupils
are also able to support and challenge each other. Online, the ebb and flow of interaction
between pupils and teacher, or between pupils, is constrained and therefore it is more
helpful to think of technology differently; not simply as a different medium, but as a
facilitator of a different methodology of learning.


All change creates opportunity that wouldn’t otherwise have existed and planning
for online learning presents opportunities to develop the pupil’s intrinsic motivation,
their ownership and retention of learning, and the acquisition of transferable skills,
applicable across the curriculum.



Pupils are likely to be less productive outside of their usual classroom environment.
We are actively reviewing both curriculum content and task setting to ensure
motivation remains high.



In a classroom, teachers micro-adjust for individuals in response to their learning as
it happens, for example through targeted questioning, additional explanation,
prompting, physical presence. So we are rethinking the tasks we set, to ensure that
appropriate challenge and scaffolding is built in for all learners.



Pupils are not physically in the same space to support and challenge each other.



We have the opportunity to carve out more space than the standard school
timetable allows for reflection on feedback and editing of work, to develop the habit
of building mastery rather than moving on immediately to a new task.



Most importantly of all, as pupils are not constrained by the timings of the school
day and the pace of a classroom setting, they have time to explore their passions
beyond the curriculum. We have already provided a vast range of super curricular
prompts, appropriate to each key stage, which are always available via our website.
Pursuing our passions feeds forward into motivation for the things we have to do, so
intellectual exploration can only be a force for good.
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Academic Life
Schedule of work
Every morning at 8.30am you will receive an email from the class teacher, highlighting the
work set for that day. The table below demonstrate the amount of work you will be sent,
on each day. Our intention is that Monday to Thursday will be more structured, while
Friday will be more topic based where children will be provided with a range of ‘Pick and
Mix’ activities to build curiosity and enthusiasm for learning. This will provide a little
breathing space for families that need it and plenty of opportunity to continue learning if
your child wishes.

English will consist of both weekly and additional lessons. If the children are expected to
complete new learning, teachers will provide a model of expectations to help your child to
work as independently as possible. The lessons will build on Monday to Thursday, with a
view to them completing a longer task on the Thursday. Alongside this, new spellings will
be provided every Monday and will be tested on a Friday (you will need to help with this
on Fridays). Reading is an essential activity for all pupils, and regular reading for pleasure
should be encouraged.
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Academic Life
In Maths, children will be given a mental maths test every Friday (they are used to
completing these in class every week). The answers to these will be sent every Friday
afternoon. Daily lessons will continue to develop all aspects of mathematics. Teachers may
provide PowerPoints to help scaffold steps. They may also include videos to help. To
ensure mastery of the skills taught, some lessons will encourage the children to use
problem solving and reasoning, using and applying the skills taught.
Additional tasks refer to all other subjects, for example Science, History and Geography.
The activities provided will develop key skills through a wide range of activities. These may
link to challenges, reading material, practical tasks and written tasks. French will also be
included in this.

Physical Education will be sent to you every week via your class teacher. Miss Stirland,
our Director of Sport, has worked closely with teachers to provide the correct level of
challenge.

Music - You will shortly be receiving an email from Charanga which will invite you to sign
in to access our home learning for music. Mrs Lesley will be setting work for all our
primary pupils, which they will be able to access once you have responded. It looks great
fun!

As your child is in the Upper Juniors, and already has access to a school email address,
class teachers will be inviting your child to join Microsoft Teams. This is a hub which
teachers may at times utilise to support your child’s learning. Teachers will provide further
information when appropriate as to how you can get the Teams App on a laptop or mobile
device for pupils to be able to log in to this. Please do not worry if this is not a possibility
as your parental email will continue to be the primary source of communication.
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Promoting Physical Wellbeing
A healthy diet is more important than ever. If we are bored or stressed it is tempting to eat
more treats. Continuing to encourage your child to eat a range of fruit and vegetables and
maintain their healthy diet is essential to protect their immune system and general health.
Exercise is very important for physical and psychological wellbeing. If we can get out into
the fresh air, even our own gardens, for about 15 minutes a day, we can protect our
vitamin D levels.
If you are in the house, there are a range of videos available to encourage your child to be
active and keep moving:


Joe Wicks PE at 9am each week day - click here



HIIT work outs weekly - https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1



Yoga with Adriene - https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene



Cosmickids, yoga and mindfulness - https://www.cosmickids.com



Gonoodle - https://www.gonoodle.com/
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Pastoral support
All of the in-school forms of support continue to be available to pupils, from Head of
Primary, class teachers and, of course, Chaplain Jo. Parents can access support via email.
Children can use Purple Mash to email for support too. If you also have access to
FaceTime/Skype or other alternative means of communication, it might be nice for you to
provide opportunities for your child to communicate safely with their friends under your
supervision. Keeping in touch is important, so that we continue to feel part of our social
networks and communities.
You might find helpful the following government guides on supporting children during this
period of lockdown: click here

As mentioned earlier, creating a structure to the day is important for maintaining general
sense of calm and purpose.
Supporting emotional wellbeing
Maintaining our emotional and mental wellbeing is particularly challenging. There is a
document on the website with a list of suggestions for promoting a healthy sense of
wellbeing.
Chaplain Jo will continue to add strategies over time. She will also continue to share weekly assemblies. Dr Evans-Bolger, as head of PSHE in Primary, will be sharing a range of
activities to encourage reflection and wellbeing.
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Co-curricular Activities
There are many prestigious competitions and extra-curricular opportunities being offered
nationally to support people during the lockdown. On a daily basis, we are sharing these
with our pupils as we learn of them. Many of these are also linked through our website.

We will be offering a number of school competitions or extra-curricular challenges that
pupils can enter virtually. Photographs of school competition entries will be shared with
the wider school community via website galleries.
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